Viability of plant hairy roots is sustained without propagation in low sugar medium kept at ambient temperature.
The effect of sucrose concentration in the medium on the growth and resumption ability to form lateral roots was investigated using the hairy roots of pak-bung and tobacco. It was found that the growth evaluated by root tip elongation of pak-bung and tobacco hairy roots was suppressed in the medium having an initial sucrose concentration of <2.5kg/m(3), and that the resumption abilities of both the hairy roots could be preserved when the hairy roots were kept at an initial sucrose concentration of 2.5kg/m(3) under ambient temperature conditions. The values of maintenance energy for pak-bung and tobacco hairy roots were determined to be 0.11 and 0.12 per day, respectively, from the total sugar consumption rates. Under the oligotrophic condition of the sucrose concentration of 2.5kg/m(3), the hairy roots were considered to exist as resting cells with maintenance metabolism, and the minimum demand for the energy source to ensure survival of the cells was met because the cells hardly multiplied and sugar consumption was not significant. In addition, long-term storage of pak-bung hairy roots in the liquid medium with 2.5kg/m(3) sucrose was performed at 25 degrees C. It was demonstrated that the hairy roots could maintain their resumption abilities without a serious loss of viability over 600 days and that the number of budding lateral roots per unit length of the main roots remained a value of 72 roots/m after the 600-day storage.